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Cabbage from Wilson Farm in Lexington

  

Guest commentary: Use your head

By Robin Cohen
The Arlington Advocate
Posted Oct 26, 2010 @ 10:00 AM

  

I insist that a good pot of Jewish-style stuffed cabbage
should have raisins; my husband declares that his Hungarian mother would
have been scandalized by such a notion. We agree to disagree as I turn from
him and drop a handful of plump golden raisins into the pot. There is hardly
a more universally known vegetable than the humble cabbage and families
around the world since ancient times have been nourished by its leaves. 

Cabbage and kales are an ancient family of vegetables that have made their
way from east to west from coldest northern climates to the warmest places
where leafier headless varieties grow. Toss the word cabbage or kale into a
food conversation, and you will yield stories and memories tinged with joy
and despair. Cabbage has filled the bellies of the poor for many generations.
Tenement halls reeked of sulfurous pots of boiled cabbage leaves. Yet as
much as children of these immigrants want to leave the past behind, you
mention cabbage and Irish family suppers of corned beef and cabbage or
their Korean grandma’s spicy kimchi spring to mind and their mouths begin
to water.

Many children are positive that they hate the big intimidating heads of
cabbage and yet at every family picnic they pile coleslaw onto their plates.
New York City kids smother their hot dogs in mustard and sauerkraut never
making the connection with dreaded cabbage. Cole, shortened from
coleworts, are both names for vegetables in the cabbage family or kraut as
it is called in German. The name “coleslaw” likely came from the Dutch,
koolsla, meaning cabbage salad.

 There are good reasons why cabbage and kale have such universal reach.
The vegetables are easy to grow and pack a lot of vitamins into those heads
and leaves. Cabbage is rich in vitamin C and provides as many other
vitamins and minerals as some multi-vitamin tablets including sulfur. It is
the sulfur that is to blame for the unpleasant malodorous reputation of this
food both during cooking and, shall we say politely, “sometime after

consumption.” Head cabbages store well and can be preserved in many ways including pickling and fermenting.

Today, the popularity of cabbages and kales is growing in a new generation of foodies who are excited to discover heritage varieties
of foods and old ways of preparing them. I have friends who are making sauerkraut in their tiny little Somerville kitchens and you
can buy small batch kimchi at several area famers markets. Cooks are blogging about black kale chip recipes and chefs are serving
kale and heirloom bean soups in the finest downtown restaurants. This is the same soup that nourished generations of poor
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Portuguese families. Many of us even decorate our gardens with kale plants in purple, green and white where they blend beautifully
with the other fall colors.

Cabbage has been a mainstay in New England cuisine since it was first brought here and there is no shortage of these vegetables in
our area this fall. On a trip to Wilson Farm on Sunday, I found many varieties of beautiful big green and red cabbages grown right
at their farm and I heard from Springdell farm in Littleton that their Brussels Sprouts (the littlest member of the cabbage clan) are
ready to harvest this week. Busa Farm had lovely Tuscan kale at their farm stand and Hmong Farms had green and white bok choi
piled high on their Arlington Farmers’ Market table.

A traditional Russian Jewish dish is meat and cabbage soup. Below is my recipe for Cabbage Mit Flanken. If you can’t find the flat
small bones of flanken, you can use bone-in short ribs.

Cabbage Mit Flanken
1 head of cabbage cored and shredded (8-10 cups)

1 1/2 pounds flanken or short ribs

1 large sweet onion (rough chopped)

1 28-ounce can peeled crushed tomatoes

1 14.5-ounce can stewed tomatoes

2 carrots

2 Tbs oil

2 cups water

2 Tbs lemon juice

3 Tbs brown sugar

Coat the bottom of a heavy large pot with oil

Sear the flanken on all sides

Remove the flanken to a plate

Add chopped onion and cook until tender

Place the meat back in the pot with peel and sliced carrot and pour in the water

Cook for about one hour and skim fat that rises to the top

Add tomatoes and cabbage

Cook for one hours until cabbage becomes tender

Season with lemon juice, sugar, salt, and  pepper

Cook until flavors blend (about 30 minutes)

Remove flanken from the soup and take the meat off the bones

Return the meat to the soup and serve.  
Salt and pepper to taste

Arlington resident Robin Cohen is a writer, cook and local food fanatic. Frequently, Cohen brings Arlington Farmers’ Market
news to the Advocate until the end of the season in October. The Arlington Farmers' Market, which sets up shop Wedesdays from
2 to 6:30 p.m. in the Russell Common parking lot located in Arlington Center, will close for the season after Wednesday, Oct.
27.She can be reached directly by e-mailing robin@dovesandfigs.com. Read her blog at dovesandfigs.com. Find
dovesandfigs on Twitter.

Copyright 2010 The Arlington Advocate. Some rights reserved
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